The NEW Scenes feature
NEW App version V11.17

- Scenes feature
- Example programs for layer effects
- New tile carousel for targets and programs
- Select DMX profile by number
The new Scenes feature allows you to pre-define sets with a specific effect, you are basically making CUE’s. It is now faster than ever to change effects to multiple sets at one time.
Reset your lights before use

- Reset and Unpair CRMX
- After reset, make sure the light are lighting “RED”
- 4 ways to reset your lights
Reset lights

Reset with “list of connected lights”

- Reset and Unpair CRMX
- Press “Reset Lights” & “Unpair CRMX” and confirm by clicking “OK”.
- After reset, make sure the light are lighting “RED”
Reset lights

Reset through main menu

- Reset and Unpair CRMX
- Lights will start flickering, use ARC1 (ON button) or the Enter/Power ON/OFF button on lights
- After reset, make sure the light are lighting “RED”
Easy Targeting

Quickly create groups of lights, assign positions and select which lights should receive commands.
More possibilities

- See the current effect
- Adjust your brightness
- Highlight your target
Creating sets and groups

Create and edit your sets fast and easy

Arrange the tiles to create overview

Re-name your sets

Add and remove lights
3 Different SET selections

Create and edit your sets fast and easy

Arrange the tiles to create overview

Re-name your sets

Add and remove lights
Creating a Sync set

All lights do the same
Add lights to the Sync Set

3 ways to add lights
- By clicking ON button on the ARC1 Remote
- Press the ENTER or ON/OFF button on the light
- Select them on the “list of lights” in the App.
Create multiple sets

- To be able to make the scenes work, you would need to create more than one set.

It does not matter if it is a “Sync”, “Flow” or “Individual” sets. As long as you create more than ONE set to attach to the Scene you want to create.
Pre-define the effects

Use the standard effect or create your own which you want to assign to each set before creating a scene.
Effects

Assign an effect to each set
Create and edit your sets fast and easy
Arrange the tiles to create overview
Re-name your sets
Add and remove lights
How to add a new scene

- “Sets” must be created before creating a “scene”
- Select an effect to the different sets which you want in the “scene”, adjust brightness if needed.
- Create a new effect, select “Add a scene”
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Choose the sets

- Choose which set/group you want to be attached to the scene
- See the current effect on the set
- Name your new scene
- Save the scene and choose a location
Create and name the Scene

- Re-name your Scene to create better overview
- Save the Scene by pressing the “Checkmark” (right corner)
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Scenes in use

- Pre-define your targets
- Create Cue’s for your production
- Save the current picture across several targets.
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Edit your scene

- Add and remove sets from your scene
- Edit your linked mode in effect and brightness
Open the editor

- Edit your effect on Scene targets that have NOT been Linked.
- Change the effect or Brightness
- Make them linked or let them stay NOT Linked
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Save your “new” Scene

Tab the “Checkmark” icon in the top right corner.
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Edit the effects in scene during show (Linked)

- When an effect is “linked” you will be able to edit this specific effect and change it in your scene.
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(Linked) effect

- Be able to edit or even change the effect
- Change colors, fade-in, speed etc.
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(Linked) Brightness

- Link your brightness to the set, so that you have the same brightness when changing the effect.
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Effects that fade-in

- Create a smooth change of effect by setting up the Fade-in when creating the individual effects
Tile Carousel

Arrange and edit your page view

- Program page

Tile carousel for targets and programs

Re-arrange the pages/tiles and create your own page system.
Tile Carousel

Arrange and edit your page view

- Target page

Tile carousel for targets and programs
Re-arrange the pages/tiles and create your own page system.
Backup & restore

Never loose your work

- Save your App setup
- Save them as project files for a specific production
- Share your App setup with a co-worker
  - Name your backups
  - Share between iOS and Android
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